Stoves
A VARIETY OF DESIGNS

CREATE A COMFORT ZONE
IN ANY SPACE WITH
A VALOR STOVE.

RADIANT HEAT

Since 1890, we’ve been
pioneering and perfecting
radiant heat technology
that generates constant,
comfortable warmth
within your home.

What’s makes Valor unique?
We put radiant heat technology
into every fire. You can feel it.

ADJUSTABLE HEAT

Adjustable flame for constant,
even warmth without having
to cycle the fire on and off.

EFFICIENCY

Radiant zone heating is up to
25% more e
 fficient than central
forced air systems.

SAFETY

Our fires are put through
rigorous safety testing in our
in-house CSA approved lab.

REALISTIC LOGS

High definition, low mass fiber
ceramic logs heat up and glow
quickly, radiating warmth.

COVER:
Madrona Modern with
Pewter sides and Traditional logs

PROUDLY MADE
IN NORTH AMERICA

CONVECTIVE HEAT

Secondary Heat Exchanger
naturally improves convective
heat—without a fan.

NO POWER. NO PROBLEM.

Valor stoves heat without electricity—
even in a power failure.

CERAMIC GLASS

Durable and robust
ceramic glass improves
radiant performance.

SUPERIOR ALUMINIZED STEEL

Aerodynamic aluminized steel
firebox handles high temperatures,
delivering efficient radiant warmth.

Please Note: Printed images may vary from actual product. All product information is accurate
at time of printing and is subject to change. For more information, visit valorfireplaces.com

PRESIDENT WITH COALS AND
REVERSIBLE RED BRICK LINER

PRESIDENT STOVE
SMALLER STOVE WITH BIG HEAT

Crafted with detail and inspired
by classic design, the President
freestanding stove is perfect for
upgrading traditional and
contemporary spaces.
Projecting a mere 14.5 inches
into the room, the solid cast iron
body shows great freestanding as well as tight against a
wall—leaving plenty of space.

The classic fuel beds, Traditional
Logs and Coal, include a reversible liner with red brick or fluted
black—your choice!
The contemporary fire beds—
Rocks and Driftwood—feature
the Fluted Black liner.
An optional Reflective Glass liner
is always a consideration, for all
fire beds except Coal.

TRADITIONAL LOGS WITH
REVERSIBLE RED BRICK LINER

ZONE HEATING
With a stove in your main living zones, you can
enjoy increased comfort while reducing furnace
usage in colder weather or eliminating it during
warmer spring and fall months.

COALS WITH REVERSIBLE
FLUTED BLACK LINER

ROCKS WITH
FLUTED BLACK LINER

DRIFTWOOD
AND OPTIONAL
REFLECTIVE GLASS LINER

MADRONA BLACK ARCHED
SPLITWOOD

MADRONA STOVES
MADRONA

BLACK
SQUARE

BLACK
ARCHED

LARGER STOVES, MAXIMUM HEAT

Easily replace an old wood stove with the
radiant gas warmth of a Madrona gas stove.

MAJOLICA
SQUARE

MAJOLICA
ARCHED

VERSATILE VENTING
Our stoves can be top or rear-vented, and fit
snug corners or against a wall—customized
options to suit your room.

With advanced sealed combustion and direct vent technology, Valor stoves offer the best in efficiency
and safety. With up to 75% turndown, you can still enjoy the warmth from the glowing embers of a low
fire. We set the industry standard in turndown—a measure of comfort.
MADRONA MODERN

ALMOND
WHITE

PEWTER
SIDES

BLACK
SIDES

warm air
to room

secondary
heat exchanger

Firebox:
primary heat
exchanger
cooler air
from room

Inside every Valor stove
is a Secondary Heat
Exchanger that naturally
improves the amount of
convective heat you enjoy,
saving you energy and
improving your level of
comfortable warmth. No
need for an electric fan!

MADRONA LOGS
We designed these expertly crafted Madrona logs as realistic-looking as possible, and
engineered them to harness radiant heat from the flames and glowing embers.

DRIFTWOOD

TRADITIONAL LOGS

SPLITWOOD

RADIANT AND CONVECTIVE HEAT
All our stoves offer outstanding radiant and
convective heat, particularly for their size. With
adjustable controls and compact sizing, Valor
stoves are well-suited to a variety of spaces.

MADRONA SQUARE BLACK
TRADITIONAL LOGS

MADRONA MODERN
ALMOND WHITE SIDES
SPLITWOOD

MADRONA
FINISHES

MADRONA

Both the square and arched cast iron versions are
offered in a powder-coated Black or a Majolica glaze:

Our stoves are built with the
finest cast iron and steel parts
that look great and are built to
last. The black is powder-coated
for durability while the Majolica
is a strong porcelain finish.
Ask your Valor dealer to see a
sample finish in person.
BLACK CAST IRON

MAJOLICA CAST IRON

VERSATILE VENTING
Our stoves can be top or rear-vented, and fit
snug corners or against a wall—customized
options to suit your room.

MADRONA MODERN

Choose from three steel side panels, offset by the
powder-coated Black cast iron of the body:

ALMOND WHITE STEEL

PEWTER STEEL

BLACK STEEL

SPECIFICATIONS
24-1/2” (620 mm)

Valor stoves offer several versatile
venting options, including top and rear
venting. See manual for instructions.

PRESIDENT
VIEWING AREA
16¾”w x 15⅜”h = 258”²
28” (710 mm)

VENTING OPTIONS:
MADRONA AND PRESIDENT

24-1/2” (620 mm)

MADRONA
VIEWING AREA
arched front:
20⅜” w x 13½” h=275”²
(minus frets)
square front:
21¾” w x 13” h = 283”²

Ø 6-5/8”
venting

President
only*

center of vent
25-1/8” (638 mm)

MADRONA MODERN
VIEWING AREA
21⅜” w x 13” h = 283”²
31-7/8” (809 mm)

* Madrona requires
special options for
rear vent. See dealer.

2” (5
min

27-1/4” (691 mm)

x
Gas line
connection
14”
Hinged
point
control
(356
mm)
access
17-7/8”
door
(454 mm)
26-11/16” (678 mm)

Always refer to the
manual for complete
installation instructions.
2” (52 mm)
4”
minimum (102 mm)

25-1/8” (638 mm)

center of vent
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3-3/4”
(95 mm)

m
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13” (330 mm)

Ø 6-5/8”
venting

1-1/4”
(32 mm)
min. from
casting Top
to wall

Allow more space as necessary
for venting components. 14”
(356 mm)
17-7/8”
(454 mm)

19-3/4” (502 mm) min.

Ø 6-5/8”
venting

1-1/4”
(32 mm)
min. from
casting Top
to wall

The President stove
includes a convenient
panel that allows
easy access to manual
controls and battery.

center of vent
25-1/8” (638 mm)

2” (52 mm)
4”
minimum (102 mm)

17-7/8” (454 mm)

Ø 6-5/8”
venting

14”
(356 mm)
17-7/8”
(454 mm)

2”
(52 mm)
minimum
Sidewall

Mantel
Ø 6-5/8”
venting
Ø 6-5/8”
venting
Centre of vent

17-7/8” (454 mm)

1” (26 mm)
minimum

Suggested gas line
access point through wall.
4-5/8”
(118 mm) Route to avoid optional fan.

26-1/4” (667 mm)

10” (254 mm)

x

2”
(52 mm)
minimum
Sidewall

14-3/4”
(374 mm)
16-1/4”
(413 mm)

Gas line access
point 10” (254 mm)

Ø 6-5/8”
venting

16-15/16” (430 mm)

52 mm)
4”
nimum (102 mm)

Minimum 2”
between
combustible wall
and stove.

Pipe supplied
with engine
(see engine
manual p. 18)

x
Gas line connection point
3/8” NPT FEMALE at valve

2”
(52 mm)
minimum
Sidewall

Zero
Clearance

MADRONA MODERN
BLACK SIDES
DRIFTWOOD

REMOTE CONTROL
The Valor Plus remote (GV60) is standard with all
our stoves for customized control.

Turn your pilot ON and OFF from the handheld
remote for years of additional energy savings.

Easily select, adjust and program the desired
temperature that you want, saving energy and
lowering your overall home heating costs.

The Valor SmartPilot System automatically shuts
down if there’s no activity after seven days,
reducing unnecessary pilot consumption.

PRESIDENT

MADRONA
Natural gas

MF28JN

Natural gas

530IN

Propane

MF28JP

Propane

530IP

Madrona traditional
Black Cast Iron body
Arched front, or

MFCS01-2 or

Square front

MFCS01-3

Majolica Brown Enamel body

531-1 and 531-2

Black Cast Iron
MFCS01-1

MFCS02-1

Arched front, or

MFCS02-2 or

Square front

MFCS02-3

Madrona Modern

FIRE BEDS WITH LINERS
Coals with reversible
Black Fluted/Red Brick liner

530CSK

Traditional Logs with reversible
Black Fluted/Red Brick liner

530LSK

Rocks with Black Fluted liner

530RSK

Driftwood with Black Fluted liner

Black Cast Iron body

MFCS05-2

Pewter steel sides

MFCS05-1PW +
MFCS05-3PW

Almond White steel sides

MFCS05-1AW +
MFCS05-3AW

Black steel sides

MFCS05-1BK +
MFCS05-3BK

LOGS
Traditional Logs

MF28LSK

Driftwood

MF28DWK

Splitwood

MF28SWK

OPTIONAL
Remote Battery & Wall Switch
Non-Thermostat Handset

Remote Battery & Wall Switch

RBWSK

Non Thermostat Handset

GV60NTK

Circulating fan*

555CFK

RBWSK
GV60NTK

Reflective Glass liner

580RGL

Firebox Grille Panel
(not for use with coal)

567FGP

Circulating Fan*

555CK

Ener
Guide*

20,500

Max
Output
w/o fan*
15,117

12,500

19,000

14,476

70%

Madrona NG

6,500

26,000

19,123

70%

Madrona LPG

14,500

26,000

19,123

70%

Low
Input

High
Input

President NG

6,500

President LPG

BTU/HOUR
OPTIONAL

530DWK

70%

*All Valor’s EnerGuide ratings and outputs are determined without a
fan or blower, using the CSA P4.1–15 test method.

Certified to ANSI Z21.88-2017/CSA.33-2017 Vented Gas Fireplace Heater
American National Standard CGA – 2.17-91 Gas Fired Appliances for use
at High Altitudes.

MADRONA ARCHED FRONT
MAJOLICA ENAMEL FINISH
DRIFTWOOD

BRFS20E Aug

